Japan-India Equity Portfolio Analysis Weekly

Description: The author offers Japan-India Equity Portfolio Analysis Weekly, which summarize performance of listed Japanese and Indian companies' equity portfolio. Based on the stock prices of 8500+ listed companies obtained from the stock exchanges, we have computed weekly stock price returns of each company for 7 time periods by taking stock prices difference of two corresponding time period dates. Equity portfolio report provides latest weekly, monthly, quarterly, year-to-date, and preceding two years' stock returns.

Sourced from a wide range of regional and international primary news sources, each of the news stories are continuously updated and directly linked to their original news sources for quick reference. Sources include the company press releases, stock exchange announcements, and business publications. Our team compiles annual/quarterly financial reports published by companies from primary sources and prepares financial results summaries for companies where such financial results releases are not readily available on primary sources so that such summaries can be included in the Business Daily.

Highlights

- Integration of multiple sources of company, industry, and country/economy specific news
- Original news source links provided for each news for further reference
- Timely update
- Once at end of the day full edition
- Comprehensive (8500+ listed plus non-listed companies covered from Japan and India)
- Sources not available online also posted
- Summary stories prepared based on quarterlies
- Senior colleagues who analyze news have years of experience
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